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The Vienna-Oxford International Corpus of English (VOICE) contains transcriptions of
interactive spoken communication featuring a rich set of meta-data. VOICE uses the
Package CorpusQuery, which has been developed in the VOICE Project to make VOICE
publicly accessible. CorpusQuery is an extensible search infrastructure for TEI-XML
based corpora (cf. TEI Consortium 2007). Its current main purpose is the fast retrieval
and presentation of pattern-based text searches within VOICE.
VOICE Online (cf. VOICE Project 2009) is a web-application built on the foundation
of open XML standards using the native XML database eXist (cf. eXist-Project 2009).
The general architecture is broken up into a server component, providing the search
interface and a web-client for interactive search and retrieval of queries. The general
design is abstract and modular. Therefore, a maintainer of a CorpusQuery installation,
like VOICE Online, can customise the installation with only moderate effort and training.
Hence, a maintainer can decide on the options for output styles and conﬁgure and deﬁne
more query types that are publically available to the users.
The proposed visual presentation presents the rationale and architecture behind the
design of CorpusQuery. It introduces users to the general principles and their application
to the context of VOICE Online.
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Queries in CorpusQuery are defined within the database. That means, queries and corpus data are stored alongside within
the same context. This sets them clearly apart from the code that is used to define the general behaviour of the CorpusQuery
framework, which is stored outside of the database in the file-system. Therefore, in cases where Queries have to be adjusted
to match other kinds of structured corpus data, only modifications to the database queries are required. This separation of
location reflects the separations of concerns, and prevents unintended changes to the framework of CorpusQuery. Taking the
existing queries as a starting point, the subsequent addition of new queries is with a basic knowledge of XML and related
technologies, straightforward.

Abstract: VOICE Online, bringing VOICE to the web
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Options for Extension
Following parts of CorpusQuery can be adapted to the specific needs of a particular CorpusQuery installation. For each
modification, different standards have to be mastered. The fundamental requirement is a basic knowledge of XML and the
ability to edit XML. The table below shows the basic options ordered by increasing difficulty.

Extension

Location

Requirement

Add Corpus texts

Database

Add Corpora

Database

Add/Modify Queries

Database

Add/Modify Styles

Database

Change Application
Framework

Filesystem

copy /paste to
network drive
above +
basic XML editing
above +
basic XQuery
above +
basic XSLT
above +
Javascript
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